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CRESCENT CURVED SHOWER ROD
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

TOOLS REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION:
• Electric drill
• Measuring tape
• Masking tape
• Screw driver
• Hacksaw

INSTALLATION:

1. Measure up from the inside base of the bath and make a horizontal 
line where you would like bracket “a” to be positioned.

2. Measure in from the corner of the bath (bracket must be fitted 
vertically) and carefully mark, drill and fix the bracket with the 
screws and rawplugs supplied.

3. Remember to cut the same amount from each end to ensure the 
bow remains in the middle of the bath.

4. Slide the hinged socket on one end of the cut tube and the complete 
bracket assembly on the other end. Now fix the hinged socket to 
the bracket on the wall.

5. With a spirit level on top of the rail, check for the rail being level 
and at the same distance from the wall “b” as the first bracket. 
Now mark the location of the new bracket with a pencil on the wall.

6. Fix masking tape to the area where you will fix the second bracket 
and carefully mark and drill. Fix the second bracket with the screws 
and rawplugs supplied.

7. Slide both hinged sockets onto the rail and offer the rail up to the 
brackets on the wall and fix in position at both ends.

8. Tighten the bracket screws with a suitable hex screwdriver and 
then the allen screws on both brackets with the allen key provided.

• Measure wall to wall and 
translate those measurements 
to the rod.

• Drill walls, add rawplugs & 
fix brackets to tiled/plaster 
board walls.

• Tile Rawplugs & Allen Key to 
tighten rail in hinged socket.
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